Enterprise Customer Solutions
Holistic HVAC optimization through integrated
cloud-based technology for customers using
building automation systems
· Energy savings
· Decarbonization

· Asset management
· Sustainability

Unlock additional value streams through
your installed energy management hardware
As an enterprise-level customer with a building
automation system (BAS), you are already focused
on reducing HVAC-related energy costs and CO2
emissions across your building portfolio.
But what if you could achieve even more savings
on top of what you are realizing with no additional
capital investment?
You can save up to 20% or more with the
independently proven savings of Encycle’s unique
AI-enhanced, data-driven Swarm Service™ energy
management solution.

Swarm Service is powered by Swarm Logic®,
Encycle’s multi-patented, cloud-based software
that works with your building automation system to
collect HVAC equipment and building operational
data, sending it to the cloud where Swarm Logic
determines optimal HVAC control decisions for the
BAS to apply.
Commercial and industrial multi-site companies
across North America rely on Swarm Logic software
to significantly lower utility bills, maximize efficiency,
and proactively meet emissions reduction targets.

Swarm Service™:

Swarm Service is
comprised of:

Building Intelligence Made Smarter™
Swarm Service is Encycle’s enterprise-level energy
management solution that integrates Swarm Logic
software with existing building controls (building
automation system or IoT platform) via a cloud-based
application programming interface (API). With Swarm
Service, companies can leverage their existing building
controls rather than disrupt or replace them. Swarm
Service helps customers make the most out of their BAS,
resulting in even greater levels of energy efficiency.

1 Swarm Logic software
technology
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Swarm Portal™ analytics

and reporting platform

3 Connectivity between

Swarm Logic and existing
BAS or IoT platform
4 Technical and training
support

Features & Benefits:
	Dramatically reduces energy costs and
consumption while maintaining desired
building comfort levels

	Operates autonomously 24/7/365
	Supports sustainability goals by reducing
CO2 emissions

	Integrates easily with existing building
automation systems
	Requires no additional hardware purchase
or installation
	Through advanced machine learning,
adapts to each building’s individual RTU
zone requirements and characteristics

	Provides reporting and analytics through
Encycle’s web-based Swarm Portal™ and
Swarm Mobile™ platforms
	Reduces BOTH energy consumption
(kWh) and peak demand (kW) for cooling
and heating

	Uses real-time analysis of energy-related
data, collected every five minutes

	Allows multiple user access with role-based
security and permissions for BAS and thirdparty energy monitoring services

Swarm Logic®: Powered by Data, Driven by Sustainability™
Swarm Logic is empowering some of the biggest retailers and other
multi-site companies to combat HVAC-related energy challenges.
The AI-enhanced software looks at HVAC as a system, dynamically
synergizing power-hungry rooftop units (RTUs) instead of trying to drive
efficiency out of them individually. Swarm Logic is unlike any other energy
management software offering on the market. It is a truly unique and
transformative solution that requires no capital investment, is fast and
easy to install, and delivers instant energy savings.
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AN ENTERPRISE-WIDE SOLUTION TO CONSERVE ENERGY
Swarm Logic® works
continuously across a
customer’s enterprise,
24/7/365.

At the building level

Swarm Logic enables RTUs
to provide HVAC services in
a coordinated way.

Building controls (BAS, smart
thermostat or IoT platform)
collect data from RTUs every
few minutes.

RTU data sent to
Encycle Swarm Logic
via the cloud.

Swarm Logic interprets data
and deﬁnes a recommended
decision set to optimize
RTU operations.
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Swarm Logic operates in
the background, requiring
no human interaction.

In accordance with pre-set parameters, building
controls apply recommended decision set to RTUs.

Swarm Logic returns recommended
decision set to the building controls.

Typical customer savings
Deployed as an Energy-as-a-Service solution,
Swarm Logic typically saves customers 10%-20%
on HVAC-related energy consumption, spend, peak
demand charges, and emissions with results verified
by independent third-party reviews.

Avoiding emissions is a necessity
Reducing CO2 emissions is a priority for mitigating
climate change. A company’s environmental, social,
and governance (ESG) actions are now the main
criteria used to evaluate whether an investment is
socially responsible or ethical.
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Swarm Portal™ reporting and
analytics platform provides
intuitive insights into the health
and operation of HVAC assets.

With Encycle, demand management
becomes a more attractive buy-in
that yields immediate savings
Traditional demand management (DM) strategies involve
a static set of operating processes and programming
that are designed specifically for each building’s current
design, equipment, and utilization. This highlights a
major limitation of traditional DM strategies, which is
the inability to adapt to continually changing business
landscapes or other conditions. Besides this lack of
flexibility and responsiveness, traditional DM approaches
require technical expertise, significant time, individual site
customization, and capital investment.
Encycle’s Swarm Logic uses its IoT-based technology to
help companies quickly realize the savings and benefits
of DM for a fraction of the cost while solving typical DM
issues. Swarm Service is a smart choice that wins “hands
down” compared with traditional DM strategies in terms
of ease of implementation, simplicity, risk, adaptability,
responsiveness, scalability, value, and comfort. And with
our subscription-based EaaS model, anyone can attain
these rewards.

Companies ready to embrace
adaptable and scalable
breakthrough technologies
will benefit from Encycle’s
holistic approach to
optimization, decarbonization,
and energy savings.
Swarm Portal™ provides energy
and HVAC operational reporting
and analytics
Swarm Portal, Encycle’s web-based
reporting and analytics platform, provides
intuitive insights into Swarm Logic
performance, energy savings, and the
health and operations of your HVAC assets.

Annual Savings Summary

Enterprise markets served
• Retail / Specialty Stores
• Entertainment Venues
• Restaurants
• Distribution Centers and Warehouses
• Malls and Shopping Centers
• Offices
• Grocery Stores
• Medical and Wellness Facilities
• Education Facilities and Campuses

Savings by Month

• Light Industrial
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Meet our other transformative
Swarm technologies:
Swarm IQ™:

Actionable Fault Detection™
Swarm IQ™ is Encycle’s autonomous RTU
fault detection tool that provides actionable
intelligence to customers subscribed to
Swarm Logic, helping them become more
proactive with their HVAC activities and more
efficient in budget spending. This data-driven
functionality allows facility managers to gain
unprecedented visibility into the maintenance
and efficiency of their HVAC assets. Learning
about equipment issues and addressing
potential major issues early allows facility
managers to bundle low-priority service calls
and reduce truck rolls and downtime.

Swarm Sentinel™:

Increasing Work Order Efficiency™
Swarm Sentinel™ is Encycle’s automated
HVAC RTU fault detection notification tool
that provides straight-through processing of
Swarm IQ-sourced data to a customer’s work
order solutions platform. This unique, valueadded function of Swarm Logic software
optimizes the efficiency, accuracy, and cost
of equipment maintenance, ultimately reducing
truck rolls and extending equipment life.

About Encycle
Encycle is a data-driven technology company that
is transforming energy management for commercial
and industrial companies. The company leverages its
Swarm Logic technology to lower customers’ energy
costs, maximize efficiency, and reduce environmental
impact without sacrificing comfort. We are disrupting
the building controls industry by making the promises
of artificial intelligence a reality. Our enterprise-wide
solutions create highly accurate and dynamic models
for each building and its thermal profile. We are proud
to be helping thousands of buildings become smarter
and greener.
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